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September is here and that means for a lot of our families,

the kids are back in school finally! All parents can breathe

a sigh of relief that home schooling has now ended! 

 

The government guidance remains unchanged in respect of

routine appointments and we know that you have been

keen to book these in. We simply request that you continue

to bear with us as we hope to be able to soon report that all

routine check-ups can now be booked. We want this to

happen as much as you and are waiting for further news. 

 

However, we will now as of this month, have 2 hygienists

working so there will be more appointments available. Call

and book yours today as appointments will go quickly!

MacMillan
Cake Event

Sept 21-23, 2020

JOIN US FOR
OUR VERY
FIRST
MACMILLAN
CAKE EVENT

at Cassio Road Dental

Practice in conjunction

with Mili Roberts of

Cocoa & Crumbs



For those of you familiar with

MacMillan Coffee Mornings, we have

adapted ours slightly to suit the current

climate so we will not be able to offer

coffee but there will be cupcakes a

plenty so come on down! 

 

Our event will be held over 3 days

between the 21st and 23rd September

2020, to give our patients the

opportunity to sample the wonderful

treats that we will be handing out in

return for a small donation to

MacMillan. In order to support us for

this wonderful event, we have teamed

up with our local resident Mili Roberts,

of Cocoa and Crumbs who is an

exceptionally talented baker and also a

patient at our practice. Mili has kindly

agreed to donate her cakes to us in

support of this. Please do check out her

work on her Facebook and Instagram

pages   @cocoaandcrumbs or better still

come and sample her wonderful

delights! 

We look forward to welcoming you

here soon.

SEPTEMBER 21-23
2020

Macmillan Cake Event

This month, we are very excited to

inform you all that for the first time in

the history of our practice, we will be

hosting a MacMillan Cake Event in

support of MacMillan Cancer Support.

We felt that we wanted to support this

charity for all the excellent work that

they do, and especially considering the

recent lockdown and the inevitable

impact this would have had on patients

who were unable to access this support.

There has been so much sad news in

recent months and we wanted to bring

a feel good factor to all our patients

and to reach out to our local community

and so for the first time, we are

prepared to go against our own advice

and say that on this occasion, cake is

good for you!


